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The object of the present invention is to pro 
vide an extensible table comprising a fixed and 
concealed center leaf when the table is closed, 
which leaf remains motionless during the ex 
tension of the tables which is effected by moving 
outward two leaves which normally conceal the 
center leaf followed by a slight inward move 
ment. 
The invention will be described with reference 

to the accompanying drawings, in which 
Figure 1 is a bottom plan view of a table em 

bodying the invention. 
Figure 2 is a sectional elevation of Figure 1, 

on the line 2-2; 
Figure 3 is a transverse section on the line 

3—3, Figure 2. I t 

Figure 4 is an enlarged fragmentary elevation 
showing a cam plate and its mode of connec 
tion with one of the slide bars which carries a 
movable leaf. 
Figure 5 is a view similar to Figure 2 showing 

the position of a movable leaf at the end of its 
outward movement preliminary to inward move 
ment for ?nal positioning. 
Figure 6 is a view similar to Figure 5 showing 

the position of the parts when said movable leaf 
has been extended, moved inwardly, and ?nally 
positioned. 
Figure 7 is a perspective view showing one end 

of the table with its movable leaf removed from ' 
the slide bars which normally carry the same. 
Referring to the drawings, I have shown at I 

the vertical legs or supporting members for a 
frame comprising the longitudinal rails 2 and the 
transverse or end rails 3. 
At the center of the frame, extending trans 

versely thereof, and mounted upon the longitudi 
nally extending rails 3 is a ?xed top member 4. 
Secured to the underface of top member 4 are 
two sets of cam plates, the ?rst set being indi 
cated at 5 and the second set at 59:. Each set 
of cam plates may be secured at one end to the 
appropriate transverse rail 3 of the frame. 
Normally lying over and concealing ?xed top 

member 4 are two movable top members 6 and 
1. If desired, they may be provided with drop 
skirts 6a: and ‘fat, respectively. 
Carried by the movable top member 6 at its 

underface are two spaced slide blocks 8 which 
extend longitudinally of said top member. Each 
slide block 8 carries a pair of headed studs en 
tering two cam slots formed in the appropriate 
one of the pair of cam plates 5, the headed studs 
being indicated at 9. Each cam plate 5 is formed 
with a guide slot at It with a combined guide 
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and latch slot at H, the latter having a slot 
under a latch projection 5x. _ 

When the movable leaf is in the position of 
Figures 1 and 2 and is moved outwardly .the studs 
s of the slide block 8 will approach downwardly 
inclined sections of the cam slots I9 and Ii and 
will ?nally move down these inclines causing a 
tilting of the table to the position of Figure 5. 
In such position, headed stud 9 will lie below 
cam slot II will be positioned immediately ahead 
and forwardly of latch projection 5x, as to each 
of the cam plates and slide blocks. Movable 
leaf 6 may be tilted to horizontal position and 
moved into abutment with ?xed leaf 4, this 
movement carrying the inner studs 9 under the 
latch projections 5w. ' 

It will be understood that in the restoring of 
leaf ii to the position of Figure 2 the leaf will 
be moved outwardly to carry the appropriate 
studs 9 outwardly of the latch projections 5a: 
whereupon the leaf is tilted to the position of 
Figure 5 and moved inwardly over ?xed leaf 4 
until leaf 5 and leaf 1 lie in abutment. 
The operation of movable leaf 7 is exactly the 

same as that of leaf 6 and the cam plates 5a: 
are operated in conjunction with slide blocks and 
headed studs of the same construction as those 
shown with reference to leaf 6 and therefore 
bearing the same reference numerals. ' 

If desired, the leaves 6 and ‘I may lightly be 
held into abutment either with themselves or 
with the ?xed leafs through the pressure of 
light springs I 3, Figure 1, but this is not 
essential. 
Having described my invention, what I claim 

and desire to secure by Letters Patent, is as 
follows: 

1. In a table, a supporting frame, a ?xed leaf 
carried by the frame centrally thereof, two edge 
wise movable leaves normally in edge abutment 
and disposed over and concealing the ?xed leaf 
and a cam control device for each of said mov 
able leaves, said cam control comprising a plate 
formed with two substantially parallel channel 
ways and an inclined channelway connecting the 
parallellchannelways; a latch projection being 
formed intermediate the parallel channelways, 
a block depending from the movable leaf, and 
an element projecting laterally of the block and 
entering the said channelway formation, said 
element resting on a channelway area below 
the latch projection when the appropriate edge 
wise movable leaf is in edge abutment with the 
?xed leaf. 

2. In a table, a supporting framaa ?xed leaf 



carried by the frame centrally thereof, two edge 
wise movable leaves normally in edge abutment 

- and disposed over and concealing the ?xed leaf, 
a block projected downwardly from each mov 
able leaf and a pair of studs projected laterally 
therefrom and a cam control device for each 
of said movable leaves, each cam control device 
being a plate carried below its appropriate mov 
able leaf and formed with two cam channelways 
each channelway receiving one of said studs, 
each channelway extending longitudinally of the 
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plate, and'having three sections, to wit, two ver 
tically spaced substantially horizontal sections 
and an inclined section joining the two hori 
zontal sections, and a latching projection con 
tiguous at least one of said channelways and act 
ing as an overhanging member for one of said 
studs to restrain the appropriate edgewise mov 
able leaf against tilting when said leaf is in edge 
abutment with the ?xed leaf. 

JOSEPH COOPER. 


